
SELF EVALUATION ESSAY ON PUBLIC SPEAKING

areas on which a person can focus when honing this skill. I am also aware which of these areas I must improve upon to
become a more effective public speaker.

There was clear purpose and overall the outcome was quite good. One of the most important things I learned
right away was the power of your first speech. Definitely the last speech on persuasion, during this speech I
got to use most of the techniques that I had learned in the class during the quarter and I got to do a speech that
I was very compassionate about. Did you complete all the required speeches? Overall this course taught me a
lot in public speaking. Get Essay Gaining attention and interest early was a goal in this presentation. I wanted
to learn to use visual aids such as power point, and learn them I did. By reviewing the presentation and
accumulating the thoughts of those involved will improve future productions. The slides allowed the audience
to view the steps clearly and efficiently. Things seem to flow more smoothly in my later speeches and almost
no stumbling occurs now. Statistics were also a big part of a few of my essays, I really enjoyed collecting
them, then presenting them on power point. I really believe that I grew tremendously and learned many
different tools and techniques that will assist me in communicating not only to an audience but to others in
general. One of the biggest topics in any clinic is how to save time in a day. There could have been a better
sound system to make the presentation more appealing. Conclusion The end of the presentation was as rushed
as the beginning and body. Introduction The intro to this presentation should catch the attention of any doctor
who knows about time management. The next thing that I really had to work on was my conclusion, which I
think I mastered somewhat on my final speech. Future presentation must have a better sound system. The
reinforcement of how this would save time in the day, allowing more time with patients, was preparation to
the end of the speech. I never really had a problem with that since I did theater all four years of high school,
but I never did it in a presentation style. What personal improvements, breakthroughs or new learning can you
report? The persuasion speech on the abolishment of the penny was my masterpiece! Using power points
while speaking was new to me which was one of the areas I think I really needed help with coming into this
class. Final Self Evaluation Through out the course of the semester, I learned a numerous amount of things
having to do with public speaking. I really wanted to improve my speaking skills as well as my life skills. As
we did more speeches within the class, I made it a point to improve in that area by relaxing and just letting my
speech flow more naturally. The information in this paper will include the topics of a presentation such as the
introduction, body, conclusion, delivery, language, audience and topic, visual aids, and the general evaluation.
I hoped at the beginning that this class would serve these needs, while at the same time allowing me to gain a
much needed credit to graduate. My delivery always seemed to be consistent because I had practice with that
in high school with the theater program. You more or less let us have fun with it and because of that, I believe
the speeches within the class were creative and unique for the most part.


